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Introduction 29
Spatial heterogeneity in hydraulic conductivity affects fluid flow and solute transport in 30 complex natural media like fractured media [38] , alluvial systems [11] and strongly 31 heterogeneous porous media [28] and has been a subject of research for decades ([8] and 32 references therein). It is a function of contrasts between high permeability and low 33 permeability values. As flow tends to avoid low-k zones for high-k zones, heterogeneity 34 induces the development of preferential flow paths [20, 23] also called "paths of least 35 resistance" [39] , along which flow is focused. Their effects on upscaled/effective hydrologic 36
properties have been observed in laboratory and numerical studies. Fogg [10] performed a 37 numerical study on the hydraulic conductivity distribution in the Wilcox aquifer and suggests 38 that flow is mainly controlled by the continuity and connectivity of sand deposits rather than 39 by local hydraulic conductivity values. where ϕ i is the mean value of Φ over the grid cell i. Table 1 shows S 2 values for usual 127 distributions. When the distribution variability vanishes, S 2 tends to 1. By contrast, S 2 128 systematically decreases with higher variability whatever the distribution type. For the 129 lognormal distribution, S 2 is solely function of the lognormal variance. 130
Whereas S 2 (Φ) gives indications about the surface occupied by the largest flow rates, it does 131 not account for the distribution of this surface within the domain. Consequently, we did not 132 use S 2 (Φ) but S 2 (W n ), where W n is the distribution of flow-tube widths carrying all the same 133 fraction 1/n of the total flow. Since S 2 (W n ) is biased toward the larger W n values , it 134 characterizes the extension of the low-flow zones and hence the distance between main flow 135 channels. We defined and computed W n in the specific context of permeameter-like boundary 136 conditions defined for a square domain by fixed heads on two opposite sides and no flow on 137 the other sides. The definition of W n may also be adapted for different boundary conditions. In 138 convergent flow conditions, W n would be defined by the distance between flow lines 139 normalized by the distance to the well. With permeameter-like boundary conditions, we firstdetermined n equivalent flow tubes defined as the tubes carrying all the same fraction 1/n of 141 the total flow ( Figure 1, middle column) . Then, we computed the participation ratio S 2 (W n ) on 142 the flow-tube width distribution. 143
We introduce the meaning of S 2 (W n ) with the case of p regularly spaced flow tubes of width 144 L/p, where L is the system size, and n-p flow tubes of negligible width within the channels. 145
The distribution of flow-tube widths is thus a binary distribution of values L/p with a 146 probability p/n, and 0 with a probability (1-p/n). From Table 1 , it leads to S 2 (W n )=p/n. In this 147 case, S 2 (W n ) is directly proportional to the number of channels p. When the number of 148 channels p is equal to n, S 2 (W n ) reaches a value of 1, like in homogeneous flow fields. In fact, 149 for a homogeneous case, all flow tubes have the same width and S 2 (W n )=1. Using this same 150 example, we derived the characteristic distance between channels D ic from S 2 (W n ). Since the 151 distance between two channels is equal to D ic =L/p and S 2 (W n )=p/n, then: 152
D ic ranges from L/n in homogeneous fields to L in a unique channel conveying all the flow, 153 for which S 2 (W n )=1/n. L/n can be a priori interpreted as a channel resolution. The selection of 154 an appropriate value for n will be investigated at the beginning of section 4. D ic is a 155 characteristic distance between channels. However, it does not provide any information on 156 the channel persistence throughout the system. For example, in Figure 1 the field at the top 157 and the field in the middle have two different flow fields with about the same D ic /L ratio equal 158 to 0.09, but high flow rates are visually maintained over a longer distance in the middle field 159 than in the top field. 160
We looked for a second indicator designed to differentiate these two fields by characterizing 161 the distance over which flow rates are continuously high. We first tried the Lagrangian 162 correlation length of flow rates. It was however not consistent with our intuition of channel 163 persistency. For example, the correlation length of the rearranged field in Figure 1 
D cc will be taken as a characteristic channel length. In media with discontinuous flow paths, 187 Φ ' has a narrow and spatially uniform distribution, leading to S 2 (Φ ')=1 and D cc /L' = 0. In particularly with large correlation lengths, all fields were generated within a 1280x1280 grid 208 of which the central part (128x128) was kept for the analysis, so L=128 was the characteristic 209 system size. The original field was taken with a log-k mean equal to zero, a variance (σ y 2 ) 210 equal to 1 and 3 and a correlation length (λ) equal to 8 and 64. Fracture networks were 211 generated within a system size equal to 10 * l min , where l min is the size of the smallest fracture. 212
In porous media, the flow equation was discretized on the structure of the medium according 213 to a finite volume framework with harmonic inter-cell permeabilities [25] . As previously 214 mentioned, permeameter-like boundary conditions were imposed on the sides of the domain, 215
i.e. fixed heads on two opposite borders and no flow on the others. The discretized flow 216 equations ended up to a linear system A.x=b solved by the multifrontal method implemented 217 in the software UMFPACK [4] . Flow lines were constructed using a particle-tracking 218 algorithm. Particles were injected through a vertical segment positioned in a central part at a 219 distance of one correlation length from the inlet and proportionally to flow in order to avoid 220 boundary effects [1, 36] . Indicators were computed from 500 Monte-Carlo realizations for 221 each tested case. 222
Description of the test cases 223
We used a broad range of 2D synthetic porous and fractured media characterized by the 224 
Results 254
After a visual inspection of the different test cases (Figure 2 and Figure 4 ), we ranked them by 255 their apparent channeling degree (Table 2 ). The order was derived separately in the porous 256 and fracture cases according to the flow-tube widths and regularity. In porous media, this 257 order is consistent with CF 1 values (Table 3 ). All results discussed in the following paragraph 258 are given in Table 3 . 259
Relation between D ic and the number of considered flow tubes 260
The interchannel distance D ic (5) depends on the proportion of flow used to define a channel. 261
If n is the number of flow tubes, each flow tube carries 1/n part of the total flow. 
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